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DECEMBER 2017 MINDSET CALL: 
WHO DO YOU NEED TO BE? 

Recording Transcript 

In this last month, there's been this whole theme of finishing the year strong. 
We've given you the "How to Create Your Best Year Yet" Playbook so you can 
start to think already about next year. When you come into the ACCELERATE 
Business Intensive, you're going to be that much further ahead in your thinking. 
Then we're going to lay down that powerful plan for you at the beginning of the 
year so that you can really start the year strong.  

 
I've been talking about ending this year strong and cleaning up. I know that a lot 
of you are really eager to get into the New Year. I can honestly say I didn't have 
that energy myself. I was okay with things as to how they were going until all of 
the sudden we had a big challenge which you will have known about now. Friday 
night in our family, my poor mom in London broke her hip and is not coming out 
to us. She should have been to us tomorrow. With everything that's 
gone on this year for us, I'm going, "You know what? I am ready. I'm ready to get 
to the end of the year. I'm ready to get to the holidays and kick back for a while - 
and I'm ready for some new beginnings." I know that some of you have been 
sharing you got to that place as well. You're ready to get into that new energy.  
 
I was saying earlier to not be too hasty to move into the New Year and close the 
door on everything now. If you've got that energy, look at this last part of the year 
as to how you can do an effective review, how you can clean things up, how you 
can clear the decks. Not just hide things and push them to the side - so that you 
are ready in January and not going in doing things that you know you could have 
done in December. I think that makes sense to a lot of us. It's so  
tempting to go, "I'm done!" and just shut down. I'll be very transparent: I certainly 
felt that big time this week when we had that news.  
 
What do I want to talk about today? Today is our mindset training. For those of 
you that are new in the program, we're always balancing out the training and 
teaching model. There’s our strategic, tactical calls giving you tools with the 
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personal development. I hold a firm belief that your business can only grow by 
the amount you are willing to grow yourself. I know that to be true myself. I've 
resisted change within myself or felt fearful of it. It always shows up in the 
business: something I'm resisting to do - all of the sudden I'll see that in stagnant 
or plateauing results in the business. I truly believe that growing a business and 
taking this entrepreneurial journey together is one of the  
most challenging journeys that you can ever hope to go on. Honestly, it would be 
a lot easier to work at Starbucks; it truly would especially because I like their 
lattes and those would be free. There wouldn't be all those responsibilities but 
there also wouldn't be all those opportunities for growth. That's why I really 
believe that growing a business is a spiritual endeavor - because it causes us to 
look inside of ourselves at, “Where do I need to grow as a human being? Where 
do I need to grow my skill set? Where is something that was previously working 
for me no longer going to be working for me and I need to upgrade what we're 
doing?”  
 
That's what I want to teach today. It's a really big concept. I want to give you this 
at the end of the year. Some of you that have been with us for a long time know 
this has been in your minds for a long time and in your action as well. For those 
of you that are new to this concept, I want to sow a big seed for you today. An 
analogy for this: Because of this really sad news over the weekend, I said to 
Robert, "I've got to move. I've got to get out of the house. I'm feeling like I can't 
do anything to help right now. I'm in that sad place." I certainly wasn't  
feeling that creative either. We're at the point where we're changing one of our 
cars. Our daughter's just starting to learn to drive. Is it time to upgrade a car? 
We're starting to shop around. I said, "You know what? I can just about cope with 
that." It feels like I can show up and look at a couple of things. It really reminded 
me of this training today because we're looking at upgrading the car that I've 
already got. It makes sense from a business perspective and from a tax 
perspective. The car is five years old. It's a great time to trade it in now and get 
that upgrade.  
 
I actually really like my car so that was the conversation I was having with 
Robert. It's one of the first cars I've ever felt attached to. It really serves me 
incredibly well. It never lets me down. It's always reliable. It's a good size 
because we've got a business that's event-based. There are times when Robert 
reminds me I can't go driving around in some little mini that I'd love to be driving 
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around in because we have events. We have to load my car up because it's the 
bigger one with event stock and boxes and banners and all the rest of it. As we 
went into looking at the new model - you've been through that, updating the 
model, right? The model is there for several years. It really, really works well. 
They've probably had great sales and everything and then all of the sudden, the 
model changes. The model sometimes changes on cars so much that you almost 
don't recognize it from the outside. It's like, "Really? Is that the same car?" In this 
particular case with my car, it looks pretty much identical. So, if I got a new car I 
don't think anybody would even notice. It's not one of those things where 
everybody's going to go, "Hey! You got a new car. That's exciting!" It's going to 
look pretty much the same - except for one of the features. I test drove it and I 
said to the guy, "I really just love this car. It's really worked. I've never had to 
worry about it. It really suits me well but there was one thing that has really 
bugged me with this car ever since the beginning.” I thought at first it was to do 
with me being new here in the States: bigger roads, a different way of driving 
compared to Europe. It's that the car has blind spots. It's a big car and there's 
these blind spots where if I'm in a busy traffic or multiple lanes, I've got to make 
sure I can always look over my shoulder because of the blind spots. There have 
been several times when I've looked over my shoulder where I've been so glad I 
did because otherwise I would have made a really dangerous move because I 
simply couldn't see it.  

There's things where performance-wise this car is better but it's not the sort of 
thing that I notice. Robert would probably get more excited about those technical 
things. The agent said, "That's the one thing they've really made a massive 
change on with the car this year. The blind spots problem is no longer a problem. 
You've got flashing lights if there's something in the blind spot. Let's test it now." 
You go to pull out - there's lights that go on. It beeps at you. I was like, "Oh my 
gosh. This is amazing."  
 
I want you to think about that for yourselves as we go into this training today 
because one of the things that's really important to know is that we will only ever 
be consistent and congruent with how we see ourselves. Whatever 
that model might be of car that we see ourselves as, we're going to always act in 
alignment with that. I'm driving an Acura MDX at the moment. My Acura is never 
going to be a Porsche. I had a Honda before. It's not going to be the Honda. It's 
not going to be the Bentley. It doesn't matter which car - or the Mini. It acts in 
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alignment with the model and the identity that's been given to it. We are exactly 
the same as human beings. Our identity - who we see ourselves to be - is 
actually the strongest force in our personality. Most of us if we really are honest 
and try to think about how we create change, we often are trying to create 
change through our actions and our behaviors, right? We try to go, "If I could just 
get myself to do something differently, everything would change." We often find 
that there’s tremendous resistance there about trying to do things differently. It's 
because we're operating at a level where we're not bringing the change in at the 
source. It's like we haven't identified the new model - the new version of who we 
need to be. Just like the car. Actually, the model was great. My Acura is not 
being taken off the market. There's nothing broken with it; it's successful but 
they're looking at, "How do we improve this? How do we improve this model so 
that the valuable loyal client is going to stick with it and not look elsewhere?” Of 
course, they're going to be looking at how they attract even more people from 
their demographics to be purchasing that model.  
 
I want you to think about this for yourselves. It's not an easy concept to get your 
heads around. You will always achieve in alignment with who you see yourself to 
be. It cannot be any other way and it will not be any other way. This is as truth as 
it is truth as it is truth. If you want to start getting new results in 2018, you have to 
make some shifts inside of yourself.  Of course, that is going to be concurrent 
with what we are teaching you as far as strategies and tactics and tools at the 
same time. It's not enough that it comes in at the action level as you start to shift 
your thinking; we have to create alignment. 

I want you to work through this as we go through this today. Start to think about 
now as we're at the end of the year: How would you describe the results that 
you've achieved in 2017? What types of results? My head works this way now 
because I've been in business for a long time. Personally, I’m going to measure 
those results with numbers of clients, hours I've been working, revenue. I'm going 
to look at profit, salaries, things like that. Those are real measurable results. I 
want you to think about that for yourself. Think about the results - where your 
business is at in 2017. By the way, it doesn't mean to say that you're not happy 
with your results. Some of you are going to be frustrated. Some of you are going 
to be a little bit complacent perhaps. Some of you are going to be ecstatic 
because you've really transcended a previous identity this year. When we're 
talking about breaking through financial glass ceilings, a big part of that is 
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because your identity has truly shifted which means that those breakthroughs are 
possible. How would you then describe yourself? Who would you see yourself to 
be as somebody who achieved those results in 2017?  
 
I'm going to give you an example. Honestly, the only way I find to best describe 
this is from myself and from my own inner process. I used to look back at myself 
getting frustrated. Who am I seeing myself to be? What's my identity? Who do I 
really consider I am? In those early days, I considered myself to be a housewife. 
When I started to go through this process, I hadn’t made the shift to seeing 
myself as a serious business owner. My identity was still caught up in, "I’m just a 
stay-at-home mom. That's really who I am." Yet I had clients which created this 
massive disconnect and I felt like a fraud. I was waiting to be found out - but as 
the universe helped me learn that lesson and get to that next level of growth, I 
lost that contract and I honestly believe that a lot of that was tied up in my 
identity. It's not to say I wouldn't have lost the contract because those things are 
going to happen in business, but I can tell you had I seen myself as a serious 
business woman back in those days, I wouldn't have had just one big contract. 
That would have been how I would have been approaching it differently. The 
wiser business woman inside of me would have said, "This is risky. You're very 
vulnerable. It's good for now but if this goes, everything goes." It doesn’t mean 
that we can change some of those outcomes but we would have definitely 
approached it differently.  
 
Then my identity started to shift - and I would say my identity didn't even shift 
then to a business owner; that’s really something that came a lot later. I would 
have started to see myself as a very credible practitioner or consultant. That was 
already a big shift: to have gone from my identity as a housewife and now all of 
the sudden I'm seeing myself as a credible practitioner or freelance consultant. 
Then the next shift from there really started to happen when I said to myself, 
"You know what? I’m going to start to take myself seriously as a business 
owner." That's a massive shift in identity. Let me tell you what my differences 
were. When I was seeing myself as the credible practitioner, consultant - I was 
seeing myself as a one person show. It wasn’t the business; it was the Vanessa 
Show. Vanessa delivered everything. Everything was about me showing up and 
me billing.  It wasn’t that it was a bad thing; there were lots of good things 
happening but from a business perspective I didn't have any freedom. I didn’t 
have anybody else helping me. I just put in really long hours or there was a 
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ceiling on what was possible. For me, that shifting the identity to a business 
owner meant I'm shifting identity to take on more responsibility. I don't want this 
to just be about me. I want to have a team, I want to have support. I want that 
value offering to be greater than just me as a solo practitioner. Those are some 
of the key identity results that I've gone through.  
 
There’s a person that’s achieved those 2017 results. How would you describe 
your identity? I'm going to give you different options of how to access this and 
identify this. I've described it through business terms. Sometimes it’s even helpful 
to describe it through a metaphor. You may even use a metaphor of a car. Those 
are common ones. You might say, "I was this model this year. This is the type of 
car if I look at how I've been approaching business. That's how it’s been this year 
to get these results.”   We did a fantastic session one time with our 
ACCELERATE clients where everybody looked at their identity through an 
animal. Who was the animal that they had showed up this year to get those 
results?  There’s different ways to access this. I want to give you different ways 
to think about that.  
 
This is what's so important: Underneath that, is when we start to look at those 
results and the identity, this is where we start to see where the alignment takes 
place. The alignment is typically very congruent. It’s true to those results. Now 
we back into this to say, “That was my identity. What are the beliefs? What are 
the prevailing thought patterns that I’ve been living inside of in that year to 
achieve those results?” You might have things like, “That’s the maximum I could 
get to. I couldn’t have gone any faster,” or “They’re weren’t enough hours in the 
day,” or “It was such hard work.” You may be having beliefs that you’re pleased 
with your results and you’re saying, “My belief is I can really do this. I’m taking 
myself seriously. My beliefs this year were really happening. I’m laying a solid 
foundation. I’m consistently seeing that if I take action I get more positive results.” 
What’s the prevailing mindset beliefs or stories that have been going around in 
our head? We all live inside of that story and that mindset.  

Think about the emotions you’ve been experiencing this year. Of course, we 
experience hundreds of different emotions throughout the year – what have been 
the prevailing ones? The predominant ones? Has it been one of calm and 
confidence and excitement and passion? Has it been a year of courage? Do you 
start to see the fear has been coming up for you – just a lot of resistance and a 
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lot of fear? As somebody that was achieving those results in 2017, what were the 
new types of actions that you were taking? I know for some of you, you’ve been 
speaking a lot more. You’ve been doing interviews and interviewing your clients. 
You’ve been hosting workshops, out networking, getting outside your comfort 
zone. What were some of the new actions – the behaviors that you took – to get 
those results? An action is joining this program, going to the events, participating. 
What were some of those key things?  

We must never forget in order to get those results there had to be some level of 
new skill growth. I’m always amazed at the amount of skills that we have to build 
in order to grow a business. It’s not enough to just be passionate about what we 
do. Especially as small business owners we find that all of the sudden we’ve got 
to improve our communication skills, leading our team better or getting far better 
at copywriting or marketing. Absolutely everybody in this program can benefit 
tremendously from improving their skills around marketing and sales. Skills might 
be just looking at the numbers. You’ve been learning to interpret those numbers 
and see what they mean for you. Think about the new skills that had to be built. 
This is also because as we grow, we’ve got that new skill set. It’s a beautiful thing 
there that even when you have setbacks, you’ve got all of these new skills that 
you’re growing. You’ve got a brand-new toolkit now so those setbacks will never 
be as challenging as they were previously when you’ve got those new skills to 
lean on.  

Most importantly, what habits? We are creatures of habit at the end of the day. 
It’s always amazing to observe ourselves and how we fall back into habits which 
are typically very comfortable places. There’s habits that aren’t serving us and 
then there’s habits that are serving us. For somebody that achieved those results 
in 2017, what were some of the habits that you had in place that helped you to 
achieve those results? Perhaps this was the year that you decided you were 
getting up earlier. Sometimes we go, “I’ve got a lot to do here and I need to add 
some hours in the day.” Perhaps it’s habits around better organizing yourself. I 
see that’s a massive challenge for a lot of people; they’re just disorganized. 
Perhaps this is the year where you said, “You know what? I’ve got to be 
organized. Sunday night, I’m really planning. I’m laying out those three goals for 
the week. They’re in a key place,” or I’ve got my scrum board or whatever else. 
The tools and these habits might be serving you very well.  
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Any questions or insights that are coming up for you around this alignment 
between the results, who you see yourself to be and then your beliefs, emotions, 
actions, skills and habits? We’re trying to lay it out here in a really easy way so 
we can see it outside of ourselves. It’s complex because we’re complex human 
beings.  

Now when you start to think about 2018 and where you want to end up at the end 
of 2018, this is the place where you’ve got to recreate. This is like version 2.0 of 
yourself. It’s like that new model of car. We’re not saying you’re broken. This is a 
time for an upgrade. I don’t want you to go into a place of, “I’ve got to change 
absolutely everything.” I just want you to get into a place of greater alignment 
within yourself first and foremost. That’s the most important piece: really getting 
into alignment with who you need to be in order to achieve those results that you 
want in 2018. What does that upgraded version of you look like?  

I’m going to give you some clues as to how to access that version of you. The 
chances are you’ve already been seeing him or her throughout this year. You’ve 
already seen this version of yourself this year. You’ve already had clues to who 
she is or who he is. There were times this year when you were really flying high. 
There were peak moments where everything had a sense of ease to it. There 
was alignment. Things flowing. You felt unstoppable. You were probably feeling 
enthusiastic, confident, courageous, excited, passionate, joyful. I can promise 
you, you were not in a place of fear when that peak version of you showed up. 
The chances are you saw that version of you and you thought it was great and 
you thought it was fleeting and you go, “I wish I could have that version of me 
more often.” That’s the place you want to be looking for to build on. That new 
version of you is already present. Now it’s about creating greater alignment and 
consistency with that new version of you in 2018 so it’s not just these little 
glimpses; you can count on that version of you to show up more fully.  

What does that identity look like? I would love for you to be able to give that a 
title: something you know what that means for you. Sometimes I know when I’m 
working with one-on-one clients on this identity we even come up with names 
that might not even be us; we have a role model of somebody else. We go, “I 
know full-well that he or she could achieve those results,” and we might use that 
name. There may be a funny name or something from the past that’s very 
meaningful to you. That identity and that label on that is only for you. You don’t 
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have to share it. However, it is that you can get your arms around it. I want you to 
be working through how does the person achieving those results in 2018 think? 
What’s the predominant story that they’re living inside of their own minds? What’s 
their emotional state? Predominant emotional state? What are those new actions 
that person is also taking in 2018? Are there new skills to build on? There may 
be something completely new – but please don’t underestimate the value of 
developing expert levels of skills and mastery. Sometimes we sort of go, “I’ve got 
that,” and then move on to the next thing. Sometimes that next version of us isn’t 
about the next thing; it’s about: How do I get really good at what I’m doing right 
here and now? Take that up a level.  

What are some new habits? You know yourselves. Just be honest. You know 
yourselves better than I do. What are some new habits that person has 
developed in 2018 that enabled them to achieve those results? It’s so easy for us 
to go off at the end of the year with the big vision and get excited about that but 
ultimately this is going to come down to what do you do on a daily basis? What 
you’re doing tomorrow is far more important than what you’re going to be doing 8 
months from now or 10 months from now.   

Oftentimes we do feel like we’re just shifting and it’s a shift in identity and we 
want that translated into a visual identity as well so that the outside world is 
seeing that messaging and that branding as well.  

Then when you start to look back and look forwards, we all have to be really 
honest about where we have sabotaged ourselves in 2017 or allowed ourselves 
to get slowed down and bogged down. That’s why I love the reflection piece 
because we reflect back from such a clearer place. We reflect back from a higher 
version of ourselves and we can see that so much more clearly. The last thing 
we want to be doing in version 2.0 or ourselves is to keep sabotaging exactly the 
way we did the year before. That’s just crazy. I’d rather you learned new levels of 
sabotage – insidious ones. Move on to overcoming more complex stuff. That’s 
where it gets really exciting and fun. Where did you sabotage or slow yourself 
down? Perhaps it was things like just not asking for help – allowing yourself to 
feel so unclear for so long. I think this is one of the places where most people 
slow themselves down in the entrepreneurial world. It seems to be particularly 
with us women as well; we think that we can figure it all out, or “I’ve got it, or “It’s 
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silly to ask that as a question” or admit that you’re struggling. To me, that’s just a 
place to sabotage or to slow down.  

I’m going to give you some classics here because I think if I give you some 
classics, there’s going to be something for everybody. Not getting into action 
quick enough and really overthinking things. That perfectionism where instead of 
just jumping in with two feet and working it out as we go along (which you 
probably know that you would do if you bounce up against a wall). You’re smart 
people – what do we do? We overthink it. We slow it down – and the problem 
with that overthinking cycle is it allows that internal saboteur to come in and sow 
the seeds to doubt. Notice how mine shows up. The overthinking starts to take 
the energy out for me so that I might lose momentum and then it’s like, “Really? 
Is that really such a good idea?” Now we’re off. We’re in a doubt cycle. We’ve got 
to be willing to take action and that’s why I prefer to look at it as active 
experimentation. So what if it doesn’t work? Who cares? It’s not a big deal. You 
course correct – but it’s not a big deal. At least you’ve got something to course 
correct with. Try to course correct with an idea that hasn’t been tested. It’s 
absolutely impossible.  It’s like having this beautiful Porsche in the garage that’s 
so powerful: so much performance, so much potential, just brilliant and beautiful 
as we all are – and you haven’t even put the keys in the engine to get it moving. 
Have you ever tried moving a stationary car? It doesn’t matter how amazing that 
Porsche is, you cannot move it from that place. Now just put a little bit of speed. 
You don’t have to be going 120 miles per hour – just a little bit of speed and you 
can course correct. You can reverse. You can back up. I think that’s the place of 
complicating things. Slowing things down, overthinking things, analysis paralysis, 
wanting to be perfect.  

What did you really learn from that? What can you do differently in 2018? I do 
believe for all of us, we could all learn lessons about active experimentation and 
failing rapidly. Let’s stop posting successes for the week or adding to it and start 
celebrating failures every week. We’ll keep with the successes as well but just 
imagine if we were to start bragging about, “This is what I tried’ or “This was a 
complete mess.” “I sent out an email. Zero people responded - but guess what? I 
sent it out.” “I picked up the phone and nobody answered” or “I picked up the 
phone and spoke to somebody only to discover I was speaking to the wrong 
person.” “We ran a webinar and the technology didn’t work.” What if we were to 
start to celebrate those places where we try and we fail because we learn so 
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much quicker from those? We’ve got to make that okay because that’s how we 
evolve so quickly. What can you do differently in 2018?  

Lastly, I want you to think about these daily habits. I love to look at my daily 
habits frequently with brutal self-honesty as to where need to stop doing 
something. I was thinking about this with one of my peers the other day. We were 
chatting about the early days of business and looking back fondly at some of the 
naivete that we had and things that we didn’t know that we were doing wrong. I 
always remember those days. I was running a business from home and I would 
go out and walk my dog at all times of the day just because I felt like it. Then I 
would find myself stopping off for a cup of coffee or a cappuccino somewhere 
and before I knew it I was running errands totally unrelated to my business. At 
the time I justified it that I was being productive in my mind but that’s not the 
actions of somebody that’s running a business; those actions were aligned to my 
previous identity of being a house-wife. Hence, I was finding myself in deep 
water at times. That was a great example of a habit I had to stop. I remember 
very clearly when I made that decision to myself. I would actually create office 
hours for myself. It didn’t matter – even if I didn’t have many clients at the time or 
team, it was like, “No. Those are office hours. I will be at my desk working and 
those other things have to operate outside of them.” That was a habit and a new 
structure that I created. You might find you’ve got some dysfunctional habits. We 
all have dysfunctional habits that go on that really aren’t going to get you to that 
place that you want to go to. Are you spending too much time surfing? Looking 
on the internet at what everybody else is up to? Getting into a place of 
comparison as opposed to just looking at you and knowing what you should be 
doing and what you’re really good at? Those are our habits. We can lose so 
much time.  

You know yourselves really well. You’ve probably had this conversation with 
yourself multiple times: “I’m going to change this.” “I’m going to have all these 
new habits.” I want you to write down all your ideas of the new habits that you 
say you must create. I know for me whenever I get into that brainstorming I can 
probably come up with about fifteen new habits straight off the top of my head 
without even thinking. Give yourself permission to get those habits out as an 
idea. We cannot change fifteen different things about ourselves. One of the ways 
I love to do that is with post-its - or just write down all the ideas here on the form. 
What are the game-changing habits in there? It’s a bit like setting goals; there’s 
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always going to be a hierarchy. There’s always a goal that if we actually achieve 
it, we start to achieve the other goals that we’ve set. The habits are exactly the 
same. There are certain habits that if we change them, other things will just 
naturally fall into place. I don’t want you working on any more than three habits 
next year. You may even set it to just one. I know some of you find it difficult to 
choose. That’s why I give you three just to be lenient but no more than three. 
Those ones that you really do believe, “If I could change that and have that as a 
habit, a daily or regular practice, that’s going to be a game-changer. That’s going 
to move the needle on my business next year and that is going to really help me. 
It’s that person with those habits that’s going to help me be aligned to really 
create the results that I want.  

This is how we start to map out: Who do I need to be next year – that new 
version of myself? It’s the upgraded version – the slightly newer model. Just with 
some improved features for better performance. What’s good about this? What 
do you think is going to be challenging?  


